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• Large area: 8000 cm2 area (at 1 GeV)

• Broad band: 20 MeV to >300 GeV
• Good localization: 0.6–0.8 deg radius PSF (1 GeV)

• <1 µs absolute timing accuracy on each photon

• Continuous sky survey mode of operation with wide FOV

Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope

(Atwood et al. 2009, ApJ, 697, 1071)

Key LAT Features for Pulsars

Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) 
NaI and BGO Detectors
8 keV - 40 MeV

Large Area Telescope (LAT)
20 MeV – >300 GeV



A Pulsar Discovery Machine: EGRET sets the stage
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A Pulsar Discovery Machine: Fermi Multiplies by 30!

Note the approximately linear 
trend after the low-hanging 
fruit was mopped up.

Bets on when we will detect 
our 300th pulsar?

Credit: David Smith & Lucas Guillemot



A Pulsar Discovery Machine: The three-part population

The three pulsar population types are, to 
first order also sorted by the discovery 
methods:

Radio-loud (RL) pulsars: folding with 
ephemerides from radio timing (PTC)

Radio-quiet (RQ) pulsars: found by 
periodicity searches (“blind searches”) of 
LAT data

Millisecond pulsars: originally with radio 
ephemerides.  Now, as it turns out, by 
following up point sources.  (PSC)

Credit: David Smith



• Starting in 2007, begin to monitor 
the ~200 pulsars with known “Edot” 
(rotational energy loss) higher than 
1034 erg/s.

• (Less luminous pulsars are thought 
to cease emitting gamma rays 
efficiently.)

• Since then, have expanded the 
program to monitor less luminous 
pulsars.

• Radio data set is pretty awesome all 
by itself!
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Pulsar Timing Consortium (RL) 

Huge organizational effort led by D. Smith
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Pulsar Timing Consortium (RL) 

Each data point a Parkes observation
(roughly once a month)

With ten years of data, the pulse pops out!
About 100 pulsars detected this way.  (Some overlap…)

Assign a rotational phase to every (relevant) photon



•Officially formed with MOU in December 2008, a few months 
after the start of LAT survey operations in August 2008.

•Goal is to coordinate sharing of LAT information with a broad 
group of radio astronomers with access to the largest telescopes 
in the world to:

• Search for radio pulsations from LAT blind-search pulsars

• Search for radio pulsars powering LAT gamma-ray sources

•Within the first year, it became clear that the high-latitude 
unassociated LAT sources were an extremely good source of 
MSPs.

• First discovery PSR J2214+3000 on September 30, 2009

•New telescopes have been added:

• GMRT with several discoveries in early 2011

• LOFAR in 2016

• LAT with blind search MSP discoveries (with radio help in 2012, alone 
in 2016)

• FAST (via separate MOU) in 2018

• 90th MSP found by targeting LAT sources in May, 2018
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Fermi Pulsar Search Consortium (PSC)

The “treasure map”



• In 3FGL, out of 3033 sources, 1010 unassociated 
with plausible counterparts at other wavelengths
•4FGL has 5500 sources, still with 1/3 

unassociated
•Best targets are sources with low variability and 

“pulsar-like” spectra
•Used multiple techniques for ranking sources
•More details on ranking of “pulsar-likeness”:
• Ackermann et al., ApJ 753, 83 (2012)

• Lee et al., MNRAS 424, 2832 (2012)
• Saz Parkinson et al. ApJ 820, 8 (2016)

• In the end, human eye/brain ranking seems to 
work best
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Ranking LAT Sources



• Recently, Dale Frail revived an older technique: looking 
for steep spectrum radio point sources that are likely 
pulsars (Frail et al. 2018, MNRAS 475, 942; Frail et al. 
2016, MNRAS 461, 1062)

• Made use of GMRT sky survey (TGRSS ADR1) to find 
steep spectrum sources, followed up with 
interferometric observations to confirm compactness

• Generated 16 candidates

• This both directs attention to LAT unassociated sources 
for radio searches and provides precise positions to see 
gamma-ray blind searches. Both have been successful!

• So far, 6 millisecond pulsars and 1 normal pulsar (likely 
line of sight coincidence) have been found in searches 
of these candidates!
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Steep Spectrum Sources

Figure 1. The distribution of spectral indices versus 

compactness for background radio sources (red squares) and 

known pulsars (blue circles). Spectral indices are two-point 

values computed from the TGSS ADR1 and NVSS catalogues 

at 150 MHz and 1.4 GHz, respectively (Intema et al. 2017).
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PSC Sky Map of MSPs discovered in LAT unassoc sources

GBT, Arecibo, Parkes, Nançay, GMRT, LOFAR, , LAT, 



Initially developed with a time differencing 
technique (Atwood et al., 2006; Ziegler et al. 
2008) which examines photon pairs within a 
small window.  This makes possible analysis 
with the long datasets and helps account for 
pulsar timing noise.

Second wind provided by Hanover group, 
which applied adaptive grid techniques 
developed for searches for quasi-periodic 
gravitational waves (Pletsch et al., 2011).

In total, >60 found this way!
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Blind Searches (RQ)

Atlas cluster at AEI in Hanover



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)
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A Few Highlights



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)
• Detection of MSPs as a population (RL/2009)
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A Few Highlights

Abdo et al. (2009)



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)

• Detection of MSPs as a population (RL/2009)

• Detection of a population of RQ pulsars (RQ/2009)
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A Few Highlights

Abdo et al. (2009)



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)
• Detection of MSPs as a population (RL/2009)
• Detection of a population of RQ pulsars (RQ/2009)
• Detection of globular cluster MSPs (2009, RL/2011)
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A Few Highlights

Abdo et al. (2009)



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)
• Detection of MSPs as a population (RL/2009)
• Detection of a population of RQ pulsars (RQ/2009)
• Detection of globular cluster MSPs (2009, RL/2011)
• Detection of a fainter RQ population (RQ/2011)
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A Few Highlights

Credit: AEI;  see Pletsch et al. (2011)



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)

• Detection of MSPs as a population (RL/2009)

• Detection of a population of RQ pulsars (RQ/2009)

• Detection of globular cluster MSPs (2009, RL/2011)

• Detection of a fainter RQ population (RQ/2011)

• Discovery of gamma-ray mode changing (RQ/2013)
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A Few Highlights

Allafort et al. (2013)



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)
• Detection of MSPs as a population (RL/2009)
• Detection of a population of RQ pulsars (RQ/2009)
• Detection of globular cluster MSPs (2009, R/L2011)
• Detection of a fainter RQ population (RQ/2011)
• Discovery of gamma-ray mode changing (RQ/2013)
• Publication of the 2nd Pulsar Catalog (2013)
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A Few Highlights

117 gamma-ray pulsars



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)
• Detection of MSPs as a population (RL/2009)
• Detection of a population of RQ pulsars (RQ/2009)
• Detection of globular cluster MSPs (2009, RL/2011)
• Detection of a fainter RQ population (RQ/2011)
• Discovery of gamma-ray mode changing (RQ/2013)
• Publication of the 2nd Pulsar Catalog (2013)
• State change of a transitional MSP (2014)
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A Few Highlights

Stappers et al. (2014)



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)

• Detection of MSPs as a population (RL/2009)
• Detection of a population of RQ pulsars (RQ/2009)

• Detection of globular cluster MSPs (2009, RL/2011)

• Detection of a fainter RQ population (RQ/2011)

• Discovery of gamma-ray mode changing (RQ/2013)

• Publication of the 2nd Pulsar Catalog (2013)
• State change of a transitional MSP (2014)

• First extragalactic gamma-ray pulsar (RQ/2015)
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A Few Highlights

Credit: NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center;  
ESO/R. Fosbury (ST-ECF)



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)

• Detection of MSPs as a population (RL/2009)
• Detection of a population of RQ pulsars (RQ/2009)

• Detection of globular cluster MSPs (2009, RL/2011)

• Detection of a fainter RQ population (RQ/2011)

• Discovery of gamma-ray mode changing (RQ/2013)

• Publication of the 2nd Pulsar Catalog (2013)
• State change of a transitional MSP (2014)

• First extragalactic gamma-ray pulsar (RQ/2015)

• Discovery of high-mass binary (RQ/RL 2015)
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A Few Highlights

Credit: NASA Goddard; see Lyne et al. (2015)



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)

• Detection of MSPs as a population (RL/2009)
• Detection of a population of RQ pulsars (RQ/2009)

• Detection of globular cluster MSPs (2009, RL/2011)

• Detection of a fainter RQ population (RQ/2011)

• Discovery of gamma-ray mode changing (RQ/2013)

• Publication of the 2nd Pulsar Catalog (2013)
• State change of a transitional MSP (2014)

• First extragalactic gamma-ray pulsar (RQ/2015)

• Discovery of high-mass binary (RQ/RL 2015)

• Discovery of a radio-quiet MSP (RQ/2018)
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A Few Highlights

Clark et al. (2018)



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)

• Detection of MSPs as a population (RL/2009)
• Detection of a population of RQ pulsars (RQ/2009)

• Detection of globular cluster MSPs (2009, RL/2011)

• Detection of a fainter RQ population (RQ/2011)

• Discovery of gamma-ray mode changing (RQ/2013)

• Publication of the 2nd Pulsar Catalog (2013)
• State change of a transitional MSP (2014)

• First extragalactic gamma-ray pulsar (RQ/2015)

• Discovery of high-mass binary (RQ/RL 2015)

• Discovery of a radio-quiet MSP (RQ/2018)

• Detection of the gamma-ray “death line” (RL/2019)
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A Few Highlights

Smith et al. (2019)



• Discovery of the pulsar in SNR CTA 1 (RQ/2008)

• Detection of MSPs as a population (RL/2009)
• Detection of a population of RQ pulsars (RQ/2009)

• Detection of globular cluster MSPs (2009, RL/2011)

• Detection of a fainter RQ population (RQ/2011)

• Discovery of gamma-ray mode changing (RQ/2013)

• Publication of the 2nd Pulsar Catalog (2013)
• State change of a transitional MSP (2014)

• First extragalactic gamma-ray pulsar (RQ/2015)

• Discovery of high-mass binary (RQ/RL 2015)

• Discovery of a radio-quiet MSP (RQ/2018)

• Detection of the gamma-ray “death line” (RL/2019)
• Publication of the 3rd Pulsar Catalog (2019)
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A Few Highlights

We welcome suggestions for how 3PC can provide data the modelers need!



What has Fermi provided?
• Huge increase in population (from 7 to 255), including new classes of gamma-ray pulsars:

MSPs, globular cluster pulsars, transitional MSPs, spiders, …
• Blind search gamma-ray pulsars (including MSPs), which are much less biased for orientation of polar 

cap to line of sight
• High S/N spectra of many gamma-ray pulsars (even phase resolved), where most of the energy is 

radiated
• High S/N pulse profiles, important for modeling of emission geometry
• Multiwavelength studies of pulsar winds interacting with companion stars and their winds
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Fermi’s Impact

Gamma-ray Pulsars Radio-selected Gamma-ray 
selected

TOTAL

Young pulsars 74 62 136
MSPs 111 8 119
TOTAL 185 70 255


